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INTRODUCTION . Curren t drive by slow wav~s or by lower hybrid (LH) waves 
wh icll couple to 5uprathe r'mal electrons in the low-density regime 
fo/fLH(O) > 2 has been performed in several tokamak machines o,;lth a 
variety of experimen t al conditions and objectives. At higher plasma 
densities the curren t drive 0eases since strong ab::;orpt i on of rf power by 
ions occurs near the plasma axis as well as In the peripheral regio ns 
owing to mode conversion into hot ion waves and parametric instabilities . 
Fast waves , on the other hand , do not undergo mode conversion into hot ion 
waves even when fo/fLH<O) < 1. In addition , their electric field strength 
is much weaker than in slow waves which could minimize unwanted sur face 
e ffects . Recently the possibility of current drive by fast waves in low
density tokamak plasmas was investigated /1/ . This paper reports on the 
ge neration of supra thermal .ec trona by launching 800 MHz f ast waves into 
tokamak plasmas up to ne " . x lO l

l cm-3 whi ch is about double the 
de nsity limi t in lower hybrid current drive 121 . 

APPARATUS AND .EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS. I n the JIPP T-IIU tokamak 131 
major radius and llmiter radius are 0 . 91 m and 0 . 23 rn, reap . With a torol
dal magnetic field Bto of 2 . 6 - 2 . ~ T on axis the line average denSity of 
a hydrogen plasma was adjusted at ne • 1 . 3 - 1.8 x 10 1 1 cm-3 to meet the 
condition fLH(O ) ~ fo (. 800 MHz). The plasma current was set in the 
range 200 - 300 kA such that suprathermal electrons (E ~ 30 keV 
corresponoding to N" S 3) were amply provided near a " slide-away"-regime 
14/ . Under these conditions the bulk electron temperature was Teo - 1.0 
1.2 keV, the ion temperature TiO - 0,45 keV, a nd appreciable hard X-ray 
emission (E~ 30 keV) was observed. The fast waves were launched from a 
four-element dipole a ntenna array enclosed by a double Faraday shield 111 . 
The phase difference A4I between adjacent dipole elements could be varied 
from -60° to + 120° and was typically set a t + 60° . The maximum net rf 
power averaged over the rf pulse duration ( - 80 ms) was 120 kW (for 1141 :li 
60°) . The pOl,'er spectrum of f ast waves spread in the range 1 S Nil S 3 . 5 
at 1141 - 60° (where the positive N,,-directlon points in the electron drift 
of the target Plasma) . The lower bo und of N" above which fast waves can 
propagate into the plasma without mode conversion into slow waves , was 
N,, (mln) - 1 ,18 in a hydrogen plasma with Bto· 2 . 9 T , and 1 , 2 ~ at 2 . 6 T. 
The uppe r bound was determined by wav e damping 1n the evanescent reg ion at 
the plasma surface and was esti mated t o be around N,,(max) : 3 . 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS . Figure 1 shows t he time evolution of plasma 
parameters in a typical hydrogen discharge at Bto - 2 . 6 T with and without 
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r f. Thf! density rise and the increase In total radi-'1tion Pr (mea3'lred by it 
bo l omet~r) were 0~used by enhanced influxe~ of Hand C atoms released from 
the carbonizp.d l imiters and walls . The gradual increase In ECE during the 
rf pulse was dut! to an enhancement of 3uprathermal radiation , as thp. bul,< 
electron temperat'Jre Teo (Pig. 2) slightly dropped. The hard X-ray 
emission along the central chord (measured by a Cd-Te detector cr 2 mm 
cube) rose rapidly ond stayed constant; IjUf'ing tIle rf pulse . The energy 
.~pectrum of these X-rays showed an exponentially falling tail wi th an 
effective tail temperature of 40-80 keV . An a ppreciabl e level of hard X
ray emiSsion was found just prior to the rf indicating the existence of 
suprathermctl electrons in the tar get plasmct . Figure 3 shows the radial 
profiles of hard X-rays with 50 keV energy before and during the rf (by 
measuring tIle liveraged intensity along differen t chords when tilting the 
Cd-le detector ) . In the central plasma region r < 8 cm the hard X-ray 
em i ssion is strongly increased . TQe intensity increase of the He-like 
resonance line of T1 XXI at 2.61 A, 11 . 75 keV (measured by Cl hlgh
resolution crystal spectrometer) was localized ctt r < 10 cm for this 
discharge condition. By monitoring the Ti XII-line any ~nhanced influx of 
Ti -impurities ' .... as excluded. The Ti XXI -li ght signal correlated well In 
time with the soft X-ray intensity in the central ~egion (as ottained from 
an 8-channel silicon-surface- barr i er diode array , E > 1 keV) . These hard 
and soft X-ray measurements clearly i ndicate that suprathermal electrons 
with E > 30 keV were produced and sustai ned by the rf in the central high 
density region where fo/fLH(O) $ 1.1. The rf generated InCl'ement of t hese 
fast electrons is estimated at about 0 .8 % o f the bulk electron denstty. 
This esti ma t e is based on the intensity ratio of die l ectronic satellItes 
to the Ti XXI-resonance line measured by t he crystal spectrometer. 
As the bulk electron density was increased the rf-induced effects 
gradually di sappeared as shown in Fig . 11 for t he non-thermal ECE . The 
integrated hard X-ray emission had a similar tendency. On the other hand . 
in thE'! density range above 1.2 x 10 · I cm - 3 a sudden increase of ne was 
observed which correlated wel l with an enhancement of the power in the 
lower sideband near the frequency (fo-fci) which was monitored i n the 
plasma scrape-off region. Around the ~ame density a high energy ion tail 
started to appear in the neutral particle energy analyzer . In this higher 
densi ty regime the slow waves wh ich converted from fast waves in the 
peripheral regi on, might contribute to the excitation of paralletric 
i nstabilities and the production of high energy ions. A number of plasma 
parameters showed a cl ear dependence on the phase difference ol4J as shown 
i n Fig. 5 . Also plotted here is the fraction of rf power in the slow waves 
which converted from f ast waves as calculated according to fast wave 
coupli ng theory 151 . Its phase depe ndence showed a similar behaviour 
s upporting the idea that slow W3ve generation , impur ity prOduction , and 
s ideband activity were correlat ed as mentioned above. 

DI SCUSSION . Assuming a mean energy of 50 keV for the suprathermal elect r on 
populati on the rf power needed f or their genera t ion is about 15 kW. This 
value is evaluated by using their total number (- 0 . 8 % of ne from the 
meas ured Inc .... ease In Ti XXI -line intensity) to be found i nside a r adius of 
6 cm (see Fig. 3) and gener ated with a characteri s tic risetirr,e of 5 ms . 
This power represents 15 % of Prf ' Increased r adiation losses account for 
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20 to 30 % of Prf which roughly corresponds to the fraction of Prf 
converted rro~ fast into slow waves (see rig . 5) . The remaining part of 
the rf power Is lost through unidentified channels. If the rf - generated 
3uprathermal electrons contribute fully to the plasma current this rf 
driven current Is about 25 kA using the numbers Quoted above . This is 
consistent with obser vations . The observed slight decrease in Tea might be 
explained by t he reduction 1n Ohmic heating power in the central plasma 
reg i on owing to this rf-driven current. The 15 S fraction of rf power 
needed for generating the energetic electrons is comparable to the rf 
power absorbed according to fast wave linear theory , which invokes Landau 
damping by energe tic electrons of a slide-away population in the target 
plasma . This absorption rate was calculated using a ray-traCing code for 
fast waves . The slide-away component is modelled by assuming a flat 
temperature profile with 50 keY and a peaky density profile with a central 
value of 0.3 $ of the bulk electrons. Under these conditions about 10 to 
15 % of the rf power wi th N" - 1.3 - 1.7 are absorbed by the fast 
el"!ctrons of the target plasma . This proves consistency wi th the linear 
theory of fast wave coupling , propagation , and absorption. On the other 
hand the density depe ndence of macroscopic plasma parameters , an example 
of which is shown in Fig . 4, is similar to the features near the density 
limit of LH slow wave current drive. Therefore the data for fast wave 
injection were compared with those for slow wave experiments performed 
with a 4-waveguide grill 16/ in a similar target plasma. While the macro
scopic variables (lp , VL, "e , Prf , Prad) almost showed the same time 
evolution, there was a clear difference in the ECE signals (at that time 
the only indication for non-thermal electrons). The fast waves seemed to 
couple to suprathermal electrons throughout the whole rf pulse whereas in 
the slow wave case the ECE signal disappeared gradually as soon as the 
density rose during the rf pulse. To clarify the fast wave propagation , 
power absorption, and mode conversi on into slow waves in the regime of 
interest (fo/fLH(O) < 1) , a more detailed comparison between fast and slow 
wave injection is needed . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS: 
Fig . 1: Time evolutions of typical plasma parameters in a hy~rogen 
discharge at Sto .. 2 . 6 T, where the broken cur'ves show the discharge 
without rf . ID: plasma current , VL: loop voltage, Prf: net rf power , ne: 
line-average electron density , Pr : total radiation power (bolometer), I~: 
ECE at 150 GHl. , Nx: integrated hard X-ray emission (30 S E S 200 keV) . 
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Pig. 2: Radial profiles of bulk electron temperature and density obtained 
by Thom~on scattering (~olid and open circles) and pulse height analysis 
of soft X-rays during tile rf pulse . The vertical line at r - 23 cm 
indicates the limiter position , data points outSide were obtained by 
electrostatic probes . 

Fig . 3: Radial profl l es of chord-averaged hard X-ray emiss ion at E - 50 
keV before the rf pulse (triangles) and during the rf pulse (circles) . 

Fig. ~: DenSity dependence of the intensity of ECE at 150 GHz fo~ Prf 
~(circles), 60 kW (triangles) and no rf (crosses). For ne > 
lxl0) lcm-3 the intensity without rf corresponds to the thermal level. 

Fig . 5: The phase dependence of the ratio between increase in total 
radiation 6Pr and Prf (open and solid circles) , and of the cal~ulated 
fraction of fast wavp. power mode-converted into slow waves (sOlid and 
broken curves) . The open squares denote the lower side band power . 
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